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THURSTON PARISH COUNCIL 
 

Minutes of the Planning Committee Meeting of Thurston Parish Council held on 20th November 2019 in 
Thurston Community Library, Norton Road, Thurston commencing at 8.00pm. 
 
In the Chair: Cllr. Dashper 
In attendance: Cllrs. Morris, Rainbow, Robinson and West with Mrs Waples (Clerk) and two members of the 
public. 
  
1. The Chairman declared the meeting open at 8.00pm and thanked all for attending. A statement was read 

out indicating that, in accordance with legislation, the public and councillors were permitted to film, record, 
photograph or use social media in order to report on the proceedings of the meeting. 
A full transcript is available from the Clerk.  
  

2. Apologies – 
a) Apologies of absence were received from Cllrs. Haley and Thurlbourn due to a clash with a meeting for 

the New Green Trust. 
b) Council consented to accept these apologies. 
 

3. Declarations of pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests - 
a) There were no declaration of interests for the agenda under consideration. There were no declarations 

of gifts of hospitality exceeding £25.  
b) Declarations of lobbying for items on the agenda – there were no declaration of lobbying. 
c) There were no requests for dispensations submitted in writing. 
 

4. Public Forum – the following comments from the members of the public present were received: 
DC/19/05114 & DC/19/05126 – gradual picking their way along this area for build 
Field in a rural setting, in the countryside. Size and scale out of character. 4 spaces for vehicles for each 
dwelling accumulating possibly 40+ vehicles. Roads are too insufficient in width – on Highway grounds it 
should be refused. Means of access – five accesses in total onto Barrells Road – dangerous to all road 
users. Contrary to the adopted Thurston NDP. Draft MSDC – contrary to this plan as well. Barely touches 
settlement boundary. Development is not sustainable – distances from all of the services. Roads are not fit 
for cycling; too far for pedestrian  
Landscape and ecology – conflicting comments within the reports – important mature hedgerow along that 
road – loss of ecology and habitat. 
Design – 9 dwellings shows nothing, but roads and plot numbers and the internal roads are wider than 
those servicing the development. 
Views of rural area will be lost. 

 

5. Planning Applications to be considered:  
a) DC/19/05114 – Outline Planning Application – (some matters reserved – access to be considered) - 

erection of 9 dwellings @ land to south of Barrell’s Road 
The following concerns were raised by the meeting: 

• Planning statement as submitted appears to be doctored from that submitted with the six and is 
therefore not in date. It has not addressed any of the policies within the Thurston NDP and yet is 
dated after the adoption of the Thurston NDP.  

• MSDC have a 5.6-year supply and the planning statement from the applicant states otherwise. 

• Outside of the settlement boundary – contrary to Spatial Policy 1  

• Contrary to Policy 2.  

• Contrary to Objective E2 of the Thurston NDP. 

• Objections raised under the application for six on the same site still stand 

• Road infrastructure unsuitable – no footpaths, no cycle routes 

• Noted there is an allocation of parking spaces for 33 vehicles.  

• Noted that the application will be subject to reserve matters but if all are to be self-build then they 
will be of different structure, standard and possible size to the details being submitted under the 
plots for sale on Rightmove. 

• Place Services have stated that a holding objection – need a professional ecologist report – this 
should be supported 

• Hedgerow is a high priority habitat and should be retained. 

• Road too narrow to accommodate this growth and access is too close to the bend.  

• Will add to the traffic problem especially given that access is onto a narrow track. 

• Needs discussion of the whole of this site and effectively there are 10 to be discussed. 
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• Reference should also be made to SCC’s comments on the network not being expandable. 
Given the above, it was proposed and agreed by all that the council should object to the application 
siting principal policy objections and make reference to the matters raised, aif. 

b) DC/19/05126 – planning application – erection of 1 No detached self-build dwelling, garage/studio with 
attic accommodation and new vehicular access @ land West of Elgin Lodge, Barrells Road 
Accumulation of development at this point of the village. The principle arguments of development as 
mentioned under DC/19/05114 hold for this application.  
The proposal that the council should recommend refusal of this application was agreed by all present. It 
was however agreed that a condition should be requested, in the event of approval, that at all times the 
garage and studio with attic accommodation should remain ancillary to the host dwelling. 

c) DC/19/05113 – planning application – erection of 2 No dwellings with cart lodges and vehicular access 
(including amendment to existing stable access to the rear) @ land at The Planche, Church Road. 
Issues over this application covered: location on dangerous bend – issues in terms of safety; size of 

plots – could these be extended and therefore potential future issue would be that development could be 
considered as infill or continuation of line of development; outside of settlement boundary; against the 
Thurston NDP and against the draft BMSDC Joint Local Plan. All agreed that the council should support 
refusal of this application, using the above comment and the arguments as per the previous two 
applications, aif. 
 

6. Council to consider submitting a request to District Cllrs. Richardson and Mansel (standing in for Cllr. 
Turner) to ensure that the above applications are ‘called-in’ for determination by the Planning Referrals 
Committee and not by means of delegated officer. 
As a Parish Council, it was agreed that the council had a duty to ensure that Officers at BMSDC and 
members of the Planning Committee considered all matters before then and that recent delegated decision 
making is causing a problem as they are setting precedent for the principal to build. All agreed that a 
request to call-in all the above applications should be submitted to District Cllrs. Richardson and Mansel  
(standing in for Cllr. Turner), aif. 
 

7. Council to consider further information forthcoming on the following planning applications and to determine 
whether a further response is required: 

a) Canon Consulting Engineers response on Pedestrian Movements and Footway – Barton Road mini 
roundabout – submitted on behalf of Bloor Homes for application: DC/19/03486 
Having reviewed the documents submitted the committee agreed that it still had the following concerns: 

• Whilst the road could be straightened, there was still the issue with high sided vehicles with the 
majority of vehicle choosing not to enter the bridge to give as wide a berth as possible. 

• Picture showing a minibus, car, parent and child under the bridge at the same time was only 
achievable if the minibus was to be a small van derived bus. 

• It was questioned as to whether the measurements relating to the space under the bridge were 
actually correct. 

• Essentially there is no solution to the railway crossing – the Bloor study only commissions a 
solution under the bridge. 

• Widening the footpath will reduce the width of the road and given the height restriction the 
solution is not achievable.  

• Noted that someone was out marking lines during 20th November – all to check out? 
b) AECOM further work on capacity at Bunbury Arms once the signalisation has been installed as funded by 

the Thurston 5 applications (2017). 
The meeting agreed that this work need to take into account the growth patterns of Great Barton, Ixworth 
and Stanton as well as further development in Thurston. There was a general concern as to whether the 
lights were sufficient enough to tackle further growth and what happens if capacity issues which have 
been identified cannot cope with the additional growth. Reference was made to S Merry’s statement of 
13th October 2017 & S Harvey’s statement of 22 May 2019 concerning the capacity impact of the junction 
following approval of the significant five.  It was noted that both letters refer to the junction as being at 
capacity once the five have been built and that there was a need to request for further assessment and 
traffic modelling post the five developments and post two pending and ensure it is fit for purposes. It was 
agreed that the Parish Council might wish to consider undertaking its own traffic survey and that S Merry 
be approached for advice on how to undertake a traffic survey in the village. 
 

8. Should the Parish Council formally request that the Planning Referrals Committees at Mid Suffolk District 
Council be required to visit prior to determining further applications. 
All agreed that the PC should submit this request to BMSDC and that it should be suggested that this was in 
term-time and during the school period. 
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The Chair made the meeting aware that he had carried out an interview with EADT who were keen to 
explore the rationale as to why the key service centres like Thurston were being targeted for all the housing 
and how it fitted in with the Parish Council’s Neighbourhood Plan. It was noted that EADT would also be 
interviewing other parishes on sustainable development. 
 

9. To note planning applications determined by the local planning authority: 
a) DC/19/05007 – Non-material amendment to DC/19/02993 – addition of weatherboarding, alteration to 

front door and existing garage to be retained not demolished @ 39 Rowan Way 
b) DC/19/04365 – planning permission under Section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act relating to 

DC/19/02033 approved 18.06.2019 without compliance of Condition 2 (approved plans and drawings) 
amended drawings and removal of Condition 6 (refuse bin and collection area) @ Corner Cottage, 
Hollow Lane 

 
10. Date of Next full Parish Council Meeting: 4th December 2019 commencing at 7.30pm in the Community 

Library, Norton Road, Thurston.  
 

11. There being no further business to transact the Chairman closed the meeting at @ 9.08pm. 


